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Lyceum Features
Purdue Glee Club
Have Won Honors
At Chicago Music
Land Festival
VARSITY
MEN
TO THRILL
AUDIENCE NIGHT OF
DECEMBER 15

The second lyceum program is
with us! Thirty-eight varsity
men singing songs that have
thrilled audiences all over the
country! Interpretations that
bring down the house with
thundering applause! That, in
short, is the reaction given the
Purdue Male Glee Club, under
the direction of Albert P. Sewart.
No college chorus has captured
the hearts of folks like this one!
National fame was given it at the
Chicago Musicland Festival when
first honor was given for its be
ing the best chorus represented.
Many writers have hailed it as
the best to be found in the
country. Need more be said?
On Thursday evening, Decem
ber 15, in Shreiner Auditorium,
there fine singers come to us —
with nothing but the highest
praise. Their program not only
includes the chorus but also
numbers given by tenor, baritone,
and piano soloists or rare ability.
Several of our professors heard
them and agree that they are ex
cellent singers. The lyceum com
mittee felt fortunate in getting
them and hopes that all students,
faculty, and friends will be sure
to hear melody and harmony at
its best.

Talented Chief
White Feather
Stops At Taylor

On Friday evening December
9th the Play Production Class
under the direction of Prof.
Dennis will present two one-act
plays. The first, a temperance
play entitled "The Toast" by
Hiram Edden Mansfield. The
cast is as follows:

"Behold the Lamb of God that
taketh away the sins of the
world."
The custom of the Taylor
chorus to bring Handel's master
piece the "Messiah" is one of the
outstanding
events
of
the
Thankgiving-Christmas
season
and of the whole school calendar
as well. This year it will be given
December 19 in Shreiner Audi
torium, and also the preceeding
evening in Grace Methodist
Episcopal Church in Hartford
City.
Students recall with pleasure
former renditions of the "Mes
siah" and really appreciate the
work that Professor Kreiner and
each member of the chorus is do
ing to make this year's oratorio
a great success. A sixty-voice
chorus, including many new stu
dents, has been working all fall
and early winter to perfect their
singing, and by Christmas time
will be ready to give a rendition
pleasing to the most critical
audience.

John Marsden, Editor of the
Daily Clarion __ _ Melvin Blake
Mildren Owens, his secretary
Ruth Cooke
Marty Sands, a tavern keeper
Kendall Sands
Joe Harrison, a reporter for the
Clarion
Kenneth Foulke
Tony Allegretta, an Italian
Harold Lanman
Bill Enright, circulation
manager
John Paul Jones

This play is to be presented
throughout the country under
the auspicies of the Temperance
forces and will be played in
Eaton Sunday night Dec. 4.
The second, a prison play, en
titled "The Valiant" by Holworthy Hall and Robert Middlemass, is one that comes highly
recommended. Faculty members
who have seen it, judge it to be
one of the best of one-act plays.
It has been casted as follows:
Warden Holt
John Paul Jones
Father Daly, Prison Chaplain
Harold Lanman
James Dyke, the prisoner
_
Kendall Sands
Josephine Paris, a girl
Ruth Cooke
Dan, the Jailor
Kenneth Foulke
An attendant
Melvin Blake

Dr. Stuart and the quartets are
spending much time this year
speaking and holding services in
this state and surrounding ones.
Last week at the Breevort Hotel
in Chicago Dr. Stuart spoke to
the Gospel Fellowship Club, the
president of which is Mr. S. H.
Shoemaker, who is a cartoonist
on the Chicago Daily News and
last year was awarded the Pulit
zer prize in cartooning.
Monday evening, Dr. Stuart
spoke to the Jay County Lay
men's Association at a mission
ary banquet at the First Chris
tian Church in Portland, Indiana.
Thursday, December 1, Dr.
and Mrs. Stuart attended the
inauguration of the new presi
dent of Indiana University, Dr.
Herman B. Wells.
More calls than can be filled
are coming in for quartets and
gospel teams during the Christ
inas holidays, and requests are
being made for spring meetings.
Dr. Stuart will bring messages
and one of the quartets will sing
at the District Convention of the
Mennonite church January 27,
28, and 29, and also at the Young
People's Convention of the Swed
ish Free Evangelical Church in
Chicago, March 3, 4, and 5.

Vacation Gives
Opportunity For
Gospel Service
Thanksgiving vacation found
Taylor students holding up their
Christian standards in what ever
situation they were in. Perhaps
the greatest results may be seen
in the reports from those who
were privileged to go out on
gospel teams.
Ruth Anderson held services
in Rev. Weed's church in Dayton,
Ohio. Ruth reported that al
though there were no visable re
sults, she was "thrilled" as she
saw coldness and indifference
warm up as she gave her testi
mony.
Paul Sobel and Maran Garri
son spent a very profitable vaca
tion in meetings at Mechanicsburg, Indiana where R. N. Blodgett is pastor.
Fran Johannides, Taeko Obara, Gerry and Doris Scheel, and
Alice Holcombe were privileged
to take part in a missionary ser
vice at Ehvood, Indiana Sunday
night. Miss Obara brought the
message of the evening.
The quartet composed of Ralph
Cummings, Devee Brown, Maur
ice Beery, and David Hoover
went to Elkhart, Indiana at the
Beulah M. B. C. church. They
reported that they had a gracious
time in service. They not only
helped in the regular church
service and called in the homes
but sang over station WTRC
three times. James De Weerd,
Taylor graduate was holding
revival services in this place.

White Feather

Taylor University had an un
usual privilege on Monday and
Tuesday of having Chief Whitefeather of the Uncapapa tribe of
the Sioux nation as a speaker
under the auspices of the Stu
dent Volunteer organization. The
grandson of the famed Sitting
Bull is an accomplished baritone,
organist, and pianist. Before his
remarkable conversion and his
entrance into Christian work among his own people, he sang
with the New York Metropolitan
Opera Company, the Chicago
Civic Opera, and the La Scala
Company.
Extensive Repertoire

In his program Monday night,
he demonstrated his remarkable
grasp and knowledge of lan
guages as he fluently sang in ten
different ones. His repertoire in
cluded songs of Spain, Mexico,
Italy, France, Germany, AustriaHungary, Russia, China, Japan,
Poland, the Sioux tribal song,
the Spirit song of the Chippewas,
"Killarney," and "Loch Lomond."
He changed from one language
to another with a rapidity that
amazed the audience. He then
gave a brief but clear explana
tion of modern American music.
With his own words "God has
given me a new song," he played
with the touch of a true artist,
the well-known hymn "I've Sur
rendered All."
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Honorary Degree
Given Lindblom
Outside Talent
To Sing Solos
For "Messiah"

Taylor Prexy
Speaks For
Many Groups

Bishop Raymond J. Wade will
again visit Taylor's campus on
December 12. He will speak in
chapel and at four in the after
noon will give an address on his
experiences in Europe. His area
extends into Russia, the Scandi
navian lands, and North Africa.
His views on the European situa
tion will be of interest to all.
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Play Production
Class Will Give
One Act Plays

Due to a royalty on the play,
"The Valiant" an admission fee
of 15 cents for one or 25 cents for
any couple — mixed or otherwise
— will be charged.

Bishop Wade To
Give Lectures

ECHO

IS ONE BIG PROBLEM

Van Dyne Speaks At
Special Convocation
Wednesday Night
ROCK ISLAND FRIENDS AT
TAYLOR FOR STRIKING
CEREMONIES

Special convocation excercises
were held Wednesday evening at
seven thirty P. M., November 30,
in Shreiner Auditorium for the
purpose of conferring an honor
ary degree of Doctor of Humane
Letters on Dr. Harry Lindblom,
pastor of Lake View Free Evan
gelical Church of Chicago and
member of the Taylor University
board of trustees.
Dr. Lindblom is now prepar
ing to return to European
countries, particularly the Scan
dinavian lands, where he will
again thrill the hearts of thou
sands as he did last year on the
tour in which he won great
crowds to Christ. Calls have
come to him from twenty-four
different countries.
A Greyhound bus brought
friends of Dr. Lindblom from
Rock Island for the exercises and
several members of the Swedish
Salvation Army Corps were
present. These groups took din
Huber Will Sing
ner in the college dining hall and
were served coffee at nine-thirty
One of the unusual features in the parlors.
of this year's "Messiah" is the
The complete program follows:
fact that outstanding soloists will
be presented. Two outside sing Processional:
"Marche Sollonnell"
Gounod
ers will take part besides our
Theodora Bothwell
own Mr. and Mrs. Kreiner.
The seniors will remember
Miss Mildred Huber, contralto, a
former student. All will recall
her lovely voice and ability to
sing the most difficult of Han
del's arias. Since she left the
campus, she has been doing
voice and social service work in
Toledo, Ohio, her home city. She
has consented to sing the con
tralto solos.
Mrs. Kreiner will sing soprano.
Again, some will remember her
in the 1935 "Messiah" and we
know she will equal or better her
fine performance of that year.

Hymn:
Glorious Things of Thee
Are Spoken __ John Newton
Scriptural Lesson __ Col T. Gabrielsen
Invocation:
Prof. A. Wedell,
Free Church Bible Institute
Music:
"Send Out Thy Light"
Gounod
Octet
The Convocation Address:
Grover Van Duyn, First Assistant
Superintendent of Public In
struction, State of Indiana
Music:
"Rose of Sharon"
— Arranged by Leroy Walters
Octet
The Conferring of the Honorary

Baritone by Maxwell

Degree:
President Robert Lee Stuart
The baritone part will be taken Benediction
The Rev. G. Kallberg

by Dr. Roy Maxwell who comes
from Ball State where he is pro
fessor of Chemistry. Those who
Conversion
have heard him say he has a re
sonant, dramatic and powerful
He told how his own life had voice. He has sung his solo for
been changed by the prayer of many years for large and out
his mother. He was singing in standing choruses.
Radio City Music Hall at a top
No introduction need be made
salary of $1900 a week when the
news that his mother was dying concerning Professor Kreiner
reached him. At her bedside, he who sings the tenor numbers,
learned that his mother had been only to say that his work has
constantly praying that he would always been of the very best and
become a Christian. Returning this year will see him even better.
to New York unconverted, he
Besides the guest soloists,
underwent many vicissitudes.
The loss of his sweetheart, of his Miss Bothwell will be organist
money, and of his contract only and Leone Harris pianist for the
turned him more away from the group.
Lord. In his fourth attempt at
suicide, he was injured so severe
ly that the doctors said that he
would be a cripple for life. While
he was in the hospital, his sister
gave him a New Testament.
Reading the verses in this power
Mr. Witmer has announced
ful little Book, he began to have
a change of heart. Soon he could that the dormitory and dining
sing "Jesus Loves Me." Then he hall will remain open during the
prayed for the curing of his legs. Christmas holidays if enough
In nine weeks he walked out of
students stay to make the under
the hospital — cured!
taking worth while. This will be
He carries affidavits with him a real service to students from
to prove his claim to his lineage,
but his Christian affidavit is distant states who cannot return
shown in "I know whom I home or who do not wish to re
(Continued on page 4)
turn.

Dormitory May
Remain Open

Holy Grail Is
Big Feature Of
Christmas Time
The Thalonian Literary socie
ty will present the "Holy Grail,"
a costume play, in Scheiner
Auditorium, December 17 at
eight o'clock. This is a Christmas
play with a moral, and has been
presented by many colleges at
this season of the year. It will be
acted in pantomine with one
reader doing all the speaking.
Music will be featured through
out the course of the evening.
The "Holy Grail" portrays the
story of King Arthur's day and
the quest of Sir Galahad. It does
bring a Christmas message as the
three Wise Men, the shepherds,
and the birth of Christ are inter
woven in the action.
This play was given each year
for six years from 1929 until
1935 when it was discontinued.
The idea was brought to the
school by a girl from Iowa, and
it seemed likely to become tradi
tional with the Thalos. The
Christmas play is always pre
sented by the Thalos and the
Easter production by the Philos.
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SPIRIT vs. ENTHUSIASM
Two basketball games of the 1938-39 season
are now but figures in the score book. They are
both recorded as Taylor defeats. There are two
things that may result from early season losses. It
is natural that there will be a student reaction ex
pressed in a lack of enthusiasm. We hope that this
will not be interpreted as a lack of school spirit.
The students are still behind the team, and a victory
will restore the proper proportions of enthusiasm
and school spirit so that the leaders will be able to
get real reaction from the cheering section.
The second reaction might be a reversion to
booing to relieve the sting of defeat. This has never
been done at Taylor and so far this year the stu
dents are to be admired for their restraint in this
matter. Let's continue to attend the home games
and as many of the others as we can. The men, of
course, play with the primary purpose of winning,
but a secondary reason for their participation is
love of the game. You basketball fans want most
of all to see the team in victory, but try to have a
good time anyway, and not lose your school spirit
as well as your enthusiasm. And remember, there is
a real difference between those two terms.

CAPITALIZING ON PROMISES

ROOSEVELT AND YOUTH
The poem regarding President Roosevelt re
cently placed on Ihe bulletin boards in the post
oflice by some enthusiastic Republican is admittedly
quite humorous, but it does raise a certain question
in the minds of thoughtful students. We realize
that this article is posted for the sole purpose of
creating laughter, and is a perfectly harmless piece
of pleasantry, intended for no malicious purposes,
and as such, is proper.
With many of the students, we agree that the
present administration policies have been destrictive to true democracy and economic stability, and
in the last election, the voters voiced their evident
displeasure with his policies. However, in respect
to the Chief Executive, we, as college students,
should realize that he is to be credited with having
furthered some excellent projects.
One program which is very vital to the interest
of Taylor students is that of the National Youth
Administration. The establishment of this organi
zation was a recognition by Congress that there
were large numbers of young people to whom col
lege education was denied. College education is
still open only to those who are financially able to
meet various expenses. Among the 650,000 students,
the N. Y. A. has aided have been many Taylor men
and women. Because of the present administration,
many of us have been saved from being caught in
dead-ends and blind alleys with all doors closed to
higher education and good positions. Would it not
be better to remember that even Mr. Roosevelt has
some good points?

THE AIMS OF THE ECHO

A preacher, when visiting in a home, was
approached by a little girl who proudly exclaimed
that she had twenty-five cents. When he asked to
see them she exhibited fifteen pennies.
"You don't have twenty-five cents," he said,
"you have only fifteen pennies."
"Oh yes I do," was her reply. "Mama has
promised me ten more so that means' I have twentyfive cents."
I his little girl was capitalizing on the promise
of her Mother.
Why cannot we take God's rich and precious
promises and capitalize on them just as this little
girl did with her Mother's? Just stop to realize how
rich we are if we only lay claim to the great prom
ises we have in God's word. They are meant for
us, they are tested, tried and found time and again
to be true. They are ours; we need but to take them
to ourselves. In other words — "capitalize on the
promises of God."
What more could any mortal ask than to take
and capitalize on that promise found in Philippians 4:19, "But my God shall supply all your
needs according to his riches in Glory by Christ
Jesus"? Try it, take God at His word in faith be
lieving; if He "lets you down" you will be the first
one He has ever treated thus. Capitalize on God's
promises!
Ted Engstrom, Echo Editor 36-37

"These may be days of chivalry but my hands are
not cold! ... A suggestion for the editor has been
turned in: pick Mr. and Miss typical Taylor ... to formulate
a composite picture, as it were . . . your good points .
my weaknesses omitted ... you select the qualities which
you believe the typical Taylor student has . . . turn in at
Echo office, or through medium of editor of paper
This column will then present the description composed
by you ... A suggested ballot in form but not in content:
Miss Taylor: well freckled
Mr. Taylor: conceited
Let's discover just what ideals we desire to mold in Trojan
products.

The first student publication in the history of
Taylor University was a modest little monthly of
sixteen pages entitled the "University Journal." It
made its appearance in February 1902. This jour
nal met with such success that before many years
it expanded and the Echo was born in 1912. It was
first published bi-monthly, and then weekly, and
then bi-weekly in the form of our present paper.

Archie's ideas concerning Mr. Butz' ability (?) in
measuring for sophomore jackets is now in the order of
admiration . . . Butz had the theory if not the proper
arithmetical notations: Archie lacks the theory, claims
the "Monkey" Ward salesgirl who was assisted by Archie
. . . Archie, you should know the things don't have sleeves.
We fear you never will make a lingerie salesman. Why did
Opal turn out the light while eating pie Sunday night? . . .
Carol's third cousin met Sitting Bull . . . Dean Foust is
expecting more chop sticks . . . Why?

As stated in an earlier issue, its purpose was
three-fold in that it aimed to serve as informer to
those outside the school, to be an incentive to liter
ary enthusiasm among the students, and to bring
the students into closer relationship with one
another. We would add a fourth reason. The Echo
attempts to preserve a record of student activities
which will refresh memories in years to come. We
use this reason as an excuse for printing news that
may be considered stale. Our minor aim is to print
for the future as well as for the present.

Who was the youngster under a green cap in Marion
the other day who found an envelope containing tickets?
The vague spaces beneath the green and white discovered
a name and address; and accompanied by another green
cap, went immediately to the address. Accepting the
tickets, the owner reached in his pocket and profered a
quarter. "Sorry, I'm a Scout. It's my good deed for the
day." ... As the quarter was about to drop into the
recess of the man's trouser pocket, the "returner" con
tinued, "but my roommate isn't a Scout" . . . .

This is not an organ of the University but
of the student body. The contents are not neces
sarily expressions of the administration unless so
stated. Because it is your paper, the Echo welcomes
voluntary literary effort on your part whether or
not you are on the staff. If you wish to express an
opinion pro and con, or if you wish to have an
article published merely for the sake of improving
your creative ability send it in. If suitable, we will
try to use it in an early issue.
This issue contains several features written by
students. They are in no sense news articles, and
are not directly connected with school life, but we
are confident students will find them entertaining
reading.
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Miss Virginia Cannon, a stu
dent in 1929, visited on the cam
pus November 23. She is now
studying in Akron University,
Akron, Ohio.
The Taylorites in and about
Boston had a gathering at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Roberts
of Medford, Massachusetts, No
vember 14 Mr. Roberts graduated
from Taylor in 1919; Mrs.
Roberts, in 1922.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson B. Paul,
Bloomington, Illinois, are the
parents of a daughter, Margery
Ellen, born November 13, 1938.
Mr. Paul is a member of the class
of '29; while Mrs. Paul, the
former Doris Atkinson, received
her A.B. degree in 1926 and a
B.Mus. in Ed. in 1931.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Allen have
been moved from Oshkosh, Wis
consin, to Ft. Atkinson, Wiscon
sin, where Rev. Allen is pastor of
the Methodist Episcopal Church.
They are receiving enthusiastic
support from the church people.
Sixty-five
attended
Epworth
League each Sunday night, fifty
young adults meet twice a month,
and ninety-eight men attended
the newly organized Brotherhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen both grad
uated in 1928. Mrs. Allen was
formerly
Miss
Frances
E.
Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Groves,
class of '30, now at Pine Bluffs,
Wyoming, have a baby boy, Lynn
Albert, born July 12, 1938.
The Who's Who of American
Poets — Avon House, 1933, con
tains a biography and a poem
from each of the following Tavlorites:
Miss Sarah D. Ulmer from the
faculty of 1906-1908.
Miss Sadie Louise Miller and
Mr. Barton Rees Pogue, both from
faculty and alumni.

Miss Frances Rowland from
the alumni.
Miss Arlene Pask, '38, is at
tending business college at
Rochester, New York, commuting
each day from her home at
Medina. She and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Stephenson visited on the
campus during Thanksgiving
vacation.
Other alumni who visited the
campus during the recent vaca
tion are: Miss Winifred Brown,
and Park Anderson, '34; Van
Ness Chappell, '36; Don Mumma,
Richard Halfast, and Walter
Randall, '38.
The Rev. John H. Shilling,
new pastor of Woodmere Metho
dist Church, may be heard every
Sundilfy night from 10:00 to
10:30 over radio station WJBK
in "The Country Parson" pro
gram.
"The Country Parson" is writ
ten directed and produced by
Rev. Shilling and William Bain
and tells in story and song of the
trials, heartaches, the joys and
happiness
of
a
small-town
preacher and his group of young
people.
There are some eight char
acters in the story in addition to
the young peoples choir., Rev.
Shilling plays the part of "The
Country Parson." Much favora
ble comment is received from
week to week in regard to this
program, people being particu
larly pleased with the old time
songs that are sung and with the
homely, Christian philosophy of
life that is presented. Woodmere
Methodist Church invites you to
tune in on its pastor and his
program "The Country Parson."
Requests for songs of special
numbers may be addressed "The
Country Parson," Radio Station
WJBK Detroit.

Muncie Concert

Royal Dignity
Old King Cole
Was a merry old soul,
A merry old soul was he,
He called for his pipe,
He called for his bowl,
And then he blew soap bubbles.
Old Mother Hubbard
Went to the cupboard
To get her poor dog a bone.
When she got there
The cupboard was bare,
So she had to buy some dog food.

A popular-priced, popularly
programmed concert will be
given in Muncie this winter by
the Indianapolis Symphony Or
chestra, Fabien Sevitsky, con
ductor. This will be the only op
portunity for Taylor University
students to attend a concert
given by Indiana's dynamic
young symphonic conductor this
year.

A.B. (HAPPY)
GOVERNOR. OF KENTUCKY,
WORKED HIS WAY "IKROUGH
HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE
AND LAW .SCHOOL BY SELL
ING NEWSPAPERS, DOING
FARM WORK, OIL FIELD
LABOR, COACHING FOOTBALL
AND BASKETBALL/

"Let me not pray to be sheltered from dangers, but
to be fearless in facing them" — R. Tagore . . . and James
Allen adds "whether you be a man or woman you will never
do anything in this world without courage. It is the greatest
quality of the mind next to honor." . . . What courageous
accomplishment has your life borne?
Johnny knows that the war dance was contagious.
Many book store patrons recently changed their art
preferences away from literature, using that corner to
display what talent they wished, or perhaps believed, they
had.
Wonder why Van Loon thought vacation was so excit
ing. . . . "Prissy" had as exciting a time this year as did i
her ancestor on the Mayflower . . . and for similar reasons
. . . guess it's time to quit string-in' you along . . . don't^
forget Miss and Mr. Taylor.

#130.000
SERMON

COLLEGE NEWS
RECEIVES ABOUT
OF THE SPACE IN
THE NATION'S
' • • PAPERS • • •

ON 1880 DOCTOR
ATTICUS G.HAYGOOD
OF EMORY UNIVERSITY
PREACHED A SERMON
ON "THE NEW SOUTH"
WHICH WAS SO WELL
RECEIVED THAT GEO.
L.SENEY OF NEW YORK
CONTRIBUTED *150,000
TO EMORY/
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COLLEGE
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At Banquet In
Recreation Hall

Princeton Leper

On Monday, October 21, Dr. L.
G. Jacobs, District Superintend
ent of the Muncie District of the
North Indiana Conference, was
host to the ministers of his dis
trict on Taylor's campus.
The speaker in the chapel ser
vice, which Miss Bothwell open
ed with an organ prelude, was
Rev. S. E. Carruth, who is now
preaching at Fortville, Indiana.
He brought a forceful, clean-cut,
and inspiring message on the
"appreciation of values" or
"knowing what's what about
things you can't see." He em
phasized the importance of re
cognizing values in all things, yet
looking above all other things,
and seeing Christ, the only per
fect example and leader! One
striking statement was that al
though there is good in every
religion, nevertheless Christianity
has something that is deeper anil
higher than all others placed to
gether.

Princeton almost failed to
survive a practical joke played
on a freshman whose physician
labelled his patient's salve jok
ingly "Ointment for Leprosy."
this caused much laughter among the hoy's friends, but his
roommate's mother came on un
expectedly. Seeing the ointment,
she threw a fit, called in the dean
and all the infirmary to ask what
right had a leper to room with
her son at Princeton? Well
Princeton?
*

*

*

*

Attention Junior Rules!

At the University of West
Virginia the Freshman rules
posted state: "Freshmen must re
member that no self-respecting
girl wishes to be seen in their
company — therefore, Freshmen
must not talk to girls on the
campus."
Crooks and Nuts
Arizona State Teachers' Col
lege got an awful shock the other
day. They were tracing the
growth of the college grounds
and buildings and found that
they were first used as a reform
school, then an insane asylum,
and now Arizona Stale. Think
how many crooks and nuts can
say "My Alma Mater!"
*

*

*

*

Turkey Dinner
Taylor Waitresses
Young Pilgrims

Vacation Season
Appreciated By
Fortunate Group

Luscious Penalty

At the University of Iowa,
Nino Martini, famous Metropoli
tan Opera star, was fined for
breaking "men's week" code.
The first offense was wearing a
necktie, and the second was
walking with two coeds. His
punishment was to kiss the coeds
in public. Maybe I'm wrong but
if that sort of punishment goes
on we don't think men's week
will hold out very long.
*

*

*

*

Tough Kaintucks

Unearthed on the football field
of the University of Kentucky
were a number of human skulls
— If they handn't been proved as
prehistoric, we could bet that
the Kentucky team was tough.
* * * *
Exchange Chapels

Last year Emporia college of
Kansas tried to exchange chapel
programs with other colleges and
universities in the Kansas and
Central Conferences. It would
certainly add interest to our own
chapel if the committee would
arrange a few with Marion, Man
chester, Anderson, and other col
leges with which our teams en
gage in athletics.
*

*

*

*

Intercollegiate Testing

Examiner reads: "Now if the
word 'cat' has fewer letters than
the word 'squash', place a cross
over the letter in 'cabbage', unless
the word 'squash' makes you
think of 'splash', in which case
write the next word that comes
in your mind but only after you
have recovered from the spas
modic impulse to swear. Pencils
up!!!!"
— The Ball State News
* * * *
$50 Every Friday

Collegians have always been
able to grasj/ new social and
political movements (in a lefthanded way) ever since the days
of soldiers' bonus, and now come
the collegiate Californians with
a new youth bonus movement.
To point the finger of ridicule
at the "$30 Every Thursday"
plan being promoted as a bonus
for those over 50, University of
California at Los Angeles stu
dents have organized a new club
to give $50 every Friday to folks
under 50. Here are the morethan-logical campaign arguments
for the new movement:
1. Younger people (0 to 50)
have occasion to spend more
money than older people.
2. The pension would give
those waiting to become 50 some
thing to do.
3. To give pensions to every
body is more democratic.

Ministers Feast

"Hi ya, roommate! Did va have
a good vacation?"
"Swell, and did I ever eat tur
key and all the fixings. Boy, it
sure tasted swell to get some of
mother's home cooking again.
How about you? Did you have a
decent time here at school?"
"Dandy! And let me tell you,
we sure had the eats here, too.
Doc. Stuart never said a truer
word than when he said we'd eat
'till our tummies ached. I didn't
mind staying here at all so far as
Thanksgiving dinner was con
cerned. Say, how was traveling
home?"
"Not so good. It took us longer
than usual 'cause some of those
roads were terrible on account
of the ice, but we got there all
right. I'm still tired from losing
sleep though. What did ya do
around here to kill time any
how?"
No Time Killing

"We didn't have to kill time,
roommate. Boy, it's fun staying
here during a vacation. Some of
those lucky guys had their girl
friends here, too, but we had
plenty going on without S. P.'s.
We had fun, too, and I don't
mean maybe."
"What happened that was ex
citing anyhow?"
"Well, after that scrumptious
dinner on Thursday, it was so
beautiful with the snow and all,
that a mess of the kids went hik
ing. More of the girls came out in
ski pants than I've ever seen!
And you should see the new S.
P. combinations making good!
"Who, for instance?"
Cart Boys go to Town

"The kitchen boys were sure
looking good. I don't know but
what it's the way Mother Sefton
feeds those guys and works on
them that even Page and Foster
and those cart boys went to town.
But you know what, roommate!
I never saw such a bunch of
stuck up kids and a bunch wag
their jaws so much as I did the
night before Thanksgiving. I was
really startled!"
"You don't mean that T. U.
kids were stuck up that way, do
you?"
"Sure. Miss Foust helped too.
We had a taffy pull and boy, it
was fun. I'll bet some of those
kids have got blistered hands the
way they were pulling that stuff
and clean, too, I bet. Anyhow, we
had a well balanced vacation. On
Thursday night we had a praise
and Thanksgiving service in the
parlors and it was especially
good and inspiring. Van Ness
Chappell spoke and all the pray

Horn of PlentyKitchen Group

Visitors in the chapel service
besides the Muncie District
ministers and their wives were
Dr. P. B. Smith, District Super
intendent of the Richmond Dis
trict, and Mrs. Smith, Dr. and
Mrs. O. T. Martin of the Warsaw
District, and Dr. B. G. Carnes of
Wilmore, Kentucky.
At the noon hour Dr. and Mrs.
Jacobs entertained the ministers
and their wives to a turkey din
ner in Recreation Hall. The
decorations of the hall carried
out a Thanksgiving theme. The
menu, enclosed in the silhouette
ot a Puritan man or woman in
front of each place, was as
follows:

ers and testimonies were of
genuine praise. It thrilled me, I
know. We had a group of old T.
U. students here, too, especially
some fellows from Purdue: Ran
dall, Hamman, Soo Hoo, and Cor
nell and it was like old times
again. And that same night Dean
Many a farmer may miss the
Foust came through again and gobble, gobble, gobble of turkeys
treated the gang to tea, wafers
and candy. No foolin' roommate, made to disappear in the interest
ot Trojan appetites Thanksgiving
you missed a keen time."
day. John Alden reappeared in
Prof. Dennis Reads
"What happened the rest of the person of John Zoller to call
the week? Anything?"
off the names of the diners who
"There was plenty to do all the had assembled in the parlors. As
Pineapple Juice Cocktail
time. If the gang wasn't playing they filed
Turkey
to the dining hall
Mashed Potatoes
Dressing
checkers and a lot of other
"Priscilla" Roane led them to
Gravy
Peas
games Briggs entertained them
Buttered Rolls
Cranberry Salad
on the piano. Then Friday night their chairs about the long tables
Ice Cream
Cake
Coffee
Prof. Dennis came over and gave in a hall clothed in festive garb.
some readings down in "Rec"
Turkeys strutted down walls
Quartet Sings
hall. He's always good, you know, and tables; yellow pom poms
Candles, turkeys, and candy
and Friday night was no excep
gave a floral touch; and at each corn gave the tables a festive
tion. They served eats again that
night and all the couples sure place burned a candle. An im appearance, and inside the door
look dignified sucking on penny mense cornucopia poured forth was a large "horn of plenty."
sticks of candy! You should have oranges, bananas, apples, and Jack Zoller and Betty Roane,
been here 'cause they were good." grapes which were distributed dressed very effectively as John
"You had to study Saturday after the last forkful of pumpkin Alden and Priscilla, added great
pie with whipped cream had ly to the spirit of Thanksgiving.
night though and we didn't."
The special music was furnish
played its share in over-appeasing
Dean Breaks Down
ed by the quartet composed of
exceptional
capacities
by
the
stu
"Oh no we didn't! Dean FensProf. Kreiner, Ralph Cummings,
dents who remained here.
termacher gave us a break and
The grand dinner planned by Harold Miller, and Arland Briggs,
changed that so we had another
Miss Dare, prepared by Mother who sang "Kentucky Babe,"
big evening. And when Sunday
Sefton and her loyal kitchen boys "Mosquito," and "I Must Find
came we almost hated to see the
was beautifully served by wait God."
gang back since we were having
resses in formal attire.
such a swell time. Not that we
didn't want to see you back,
roommate, but a vacation on the
campus is better than I ever be Choir Sings For
fore imagined it to be!"
Chapel Program
"I was glad I came back early
Sixteen Juniors were guests at
enough to get in on that informal
Wednesday morning before a "Kid" party given by "Papa"
worship service you had on Sun
vacation,
t h e Lanman in Recreation Hall,
day night. It was impressive and T h a n k s g i v i n g
chapel service carried out the Thanksgiving night. It was with
inspirational!"
difficulty that Pop restrained his
"Yes, I enjoyed it, too. There seasonal spirit in a simple but young wards as they came de
impressive
manner.
After
the
are advantages both in going
termined to act the age indicated
home and in staying here, I sure opening hymn, there was a re by their costumes. Stunts pro
sponsive
reading
which
contained
I
found out. I'm not sorry I stayed
duced by each couple provided
here — but it will be fun to go meditation of praise and thanks mirth for those present. Lorenz
giving,
after
which
a
period
of
home two weeks from Tuesday!"
prayer. A beautiful and inspir Morrow and Ruth Johnson won
— Evan H. Bergwall
ing message in the song was the prize for the best stunt,
brought to the audience by the having given a scene from an
OVER THE LINE
vesper choir, under the direction opera of their own devising. Re
freshments of pumpkin pie,
"Just one little kiss, he whisper of Professor Kreiner.
The Taylor Students were also Marshmallows, suckers, and cider
ed.
were served, and the party con
"There I draw the line," said she. privileged in this service to be cluded fifteen
minutes after
introduced
to
"Bill"
Stuart,
the
But he was a football hero,
"lights out" with the singing of
youngest
brother
of
the
presi
So he crossed o'er easily.
dent. His work is in connection "kid" songs. "Aunt Irma" Dare
Many ex-football heroes
with a paint company, and it was and "Aunt Ethel" Foust were
Have plunged o'er that line, like through his influence that the guests of honor.
he,
paint was supplied for the
IT NEVER FAILS
Only to pass from the field of various buildings on the campus.
His talk was one of encourage Durling says:
football
ment to young people starting "Though life is most uncertain,
Into the field of Matrimony.
out in life. It was his idea that
I'm sure of this one thing —
for those who apply themselves That when I'm in the bathtub
Until I heard the doctors tell
there are plenty of jobs ready. He
I know my bell will ring!"
*
*
*
*
The dangers of a kiss,
said that in many of the big
I had considered kissing you
companies there are vacant
Gooey Wooie
The nearest thing to bliss.
positions simply because it is im Wooie was a worm,
But now I know Biology,
possible to find qualified appli A worm was he,
And sit and sigh and moan;
cants. Thus, it was quite a chal He climbed upon a railroad track,
Six million mad bacteria —
lenge to college students as they The train he did not see —
And I thought we were alone! were made to realize new pos
GOOEY WOOIE!
— Ball State News sibilities ahead.
— College Life

Turkey Gobbles
Quiet Following
Luscious Dinner

Papa Lanman's
Kiddies Cut Up

Page Four

Occupations Of
Parents Reveal
Great Variety
A study made of records in the
dean's office reveal many inter-;
esting facts concerning students' j
parents. Thirty three different
occupational groups are repre- j
sented in the homes of this year's [
freshmen group. This represents
a complete survey as one hun
dred and one freshmen supplied
this information on their auto
biographical blanks.
Minister
2.1
Farmer
17
Factory worker
5
Salesman
5
Mechanic
4
Mail carrier
4
Carpenter
3
Tool maker
3
Stone mason
3
Merchant
3
Teacher
3
Contractor
3
Missionary
2
Social service
2
Printer
2
Railroader
2
Dairyman
t
Bookkeeper
... 1
Research worker
. . .
1
W. P. A
. . .
1
Electrician ....
. . .
1
Oil Worker
. . .
1
Manufacturer
... 1
Flagman
... 1
Gov't Employee .
. . .
1
Night watchman
... 1
Time keeper . . .
... 1
Draftsman
... 1
Engineer
... 1
Truck driver . . .
. . .
1
Car inspector ..
. . .
1
Miner
1
Insurance man
1

Culver Of China
Writes Of Queer
Shanghai Custom
In the heart of Shanghai on
Race Course Road near the inter
section of Yu Ya Ching Road, is a
big wooden drawer-like chest
which is so unique that it would
be prize item for Ripley's "Believe
It Or Not." It is attached to the
wall of the charity building and
can be drawn out or pushed in
just as an ordinary desk drawer;
and every day it is drawn out and
pushed in by somebody, and each
time a baby is left inside, for this
chest is a repository for aban
doned babies.
As soon as the babe is deposited
in the chest an automatic electric
bell heralds the new addition to
the inmates of the charity associ
ation, who take in the baby and
give it a name and a number with
all the nonchalance of a postoffice clerk dispatching the daily
mail.
The charity has been in ex
istence for years and annually it
cares for and rears hundreds of
such unclaimed and abandoned
babies. Some of them when grown
up become apprentices in shops
and business firms while luckier
ones are adopted by childless
families. But one thing is certain
the babies never learn of their
parents or of their origin.
This "Home for Unclaimed
Babies" was organized a few
years ago with a view of lessening
the child mortality. The yearly
rate of unclaimed babies found
dead in the streets is appalling.
During 1936 some 30,000 un
claimed babies were picked up in
the streets by the public works
men. Before the establishment of
this institution the common
method of baby deserters was to
throw the new-born babies into
refuse carts and into empty lots,
but now that the Baby's Chest has
become definitely an institution,
many poor families who don't
want or can't afford to rear new
horn children make use of the
unique box.
Norman Culver
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Dr. Cordier Is
Philo Fellows
Lyceum Speaker
Throw Big Party

Gospel Team Captains

In "Wreck" Hall

Dr. Cordier

The first Lyceum number of
the year, on November 15th,
brought to Taylor's campus, Dr.
Cordier of Manchester College,
who spoke on "Germany — The
Key to European Peace." Dr.
Cordier was well qualified to
speak on this vital subject be
cause of his recent summer's
study in the Central European
Countries. The substance of his
lecture is contained in the follow
ing paragraphs.
Versailles Mentioned

The majority of Germans are
for Hitler on the basis of the
general prosperity and the release
from the shame of Versailles.
There has been an elementary
deification of Hitler which is in
tensified by his legendary char
acter. Goering, the popular Min
ister of Propaganda, is a "Hailfello, well-met," and Hitler is the
mystical victim of the psychology
that he himself has produced. A
collective nervous breakdown of
the German people has produced
this student of politics and users
of subtle propaganda. There is no
opposing party in Germany, but
there is the fiction of one which
provides the basis for a loyal
morale. Half-truths have been
converted into whole-truths by
continuous repetition through the
•adio, platform, and press.
Popularity of Hitler

The Germans find their incen
tives in a desire for racial purity,
in German superiority, in their
view of themselves as God-chosen
people, and in the Nazi education
program.
Dr. Cordier, in the concluding
part of his address, indicated why
the Hungarian people respond to
Hitler. Across the German fron
tier, the people have a higher
standard of living; Hitler does
things; there is less trouble
getting rid of produce; promises
of land; distribution of money by t
N a z i s ; a n t i - J e w i s h a n d a n t i -j
clerical peasants; obtainment of
part of Czechoslovakia with the
help of Hitler — all these con
tribute to the popularity of
Hitler's cause in that countrv.
THE CLASSY CO-ED

Freshman
She's got to have eyes that are
•deep, deep blue.
Like wine will be her lips so
true.
She's got to be tall and slim
and nice —
To me a furnace. To others ice!
Sophomore
Dreamy and brainy
Hikes when it's rainy
As smart as the Lambeth walk;
With Freud and Einstein in
her talk.
Junior
Personality plus is what I de
mand.
A magnetism that shocks your
hand.
Sparkle, Twinkle, Vigor and
Vim
That makes them gasp:
"Look who's with HIM!"
Senior
Magsig — I'm not as big a fool
Personality? Looks?
as I used to be.
O. K. with the mob?
McLennon — Have you been
They're all unimportant
dieting?
, If she's got a job!

Recreation Hall was the center
of a bright and colorful scene
Tuesday evening, November 22,
when about fifty Philo fellows
came down at 9:45 P. M. to relax
from studying and to appease
their appetites. The program was
divided into five parts: the first
and second were in charge of
Yaggy and Bob Hegstrom. Any
doubt about the appearance anil
personality of George Washing
ton was readily dispersed by
these master artists!
The Sands brothers headed a
Hill-Billy instrumental which
rendered several selections. Don
Miller, A. B. (potential) R. F. D.
No. 1, speedily proved himself
and his original program even
better than Mr. Gividen or any of
his four companions. Some of
his questions and most of his
answers, they muttered, were
"quite original"! Bill Meadows
"Wound up" that part of the
program with a beautiful redecoration of the room
and
more than one decorative person
was "left holding the bag"!
After some group singing and
a duet by Miller and Briggs, the
sandwiches and coffee were
speedily and effectively diminish
ed. This was the first boys' meet
ing of this type, but in the future
one will be held each month.
This will take the place of a
mens' organization, which had
been suggested. The next meeting
will be held shortly before
Christmas.

Eighteen Aims
Listed In New
Student Files

First Row: I'rosser, Johannides, Persons
Back Row: Armstrong, Hoke, Sobel, Johnson, Murphy, Sluyter,, Kashner,
Foulke, Guindon.

Obara, Anderson
Feature Recent
League Services

Uphold Reports
On Gospel Team
W ork To Present

On Nov. 18, Holiness League
held its weekly Friday night
meeting. After a spirited song
service, Eleanor Anderson led
that part of the meeting when a
number gave their testimonies.
Following that, Taeko Obaha,
clad in winter Japanese garb,
gave an extended story of her
Christian life. She gave it in the
same manner that she does all of
her activities — one of great
humility. It was the story of a
Last Friday night, in spite of
the reduced number at Holiness
League because of the Thanks
giving recess, a spirit-filled ser
vice was enjoyed by the fortu
nate students who stayed on the
campus. In the absence of Ruth
Anderson and Ross McLennan,
Omar Buchwalter took charge of
the meeting, and led the song
service.
The message was delivered in a
simple and forceful way by Rev.
Park Anderson of Drew Semi
nary, who was here for a visit. He
chose a Thanksgiving theme,
which touched the hearts of his
hearers. This service proved to
be a blessed retreat for those who
could not enjoy direct contact
with home and loved ones.

The work of the Gospel Teams
has been reorganized and is go
ing forward with new vigor this
year under the leadership of
twelve captains working in four
groups with Dr. Oborn as spon
sor and William Uphold as stu
dent manager. The work of last
year's teams, however, showed
excellent results and is to be
highly commended.
A statistical report of the
Gospel Teams for the year 193738 shows the following facts and
figures:
Captains
11
Team trips by Gospel teams . . 51
Other trips (with student
Pastors, etc.)
49
Total trips
100
Services by Gospel Teams . . 122
Services for Student
Pastors
115

Taylor freshmen are in college
to prepare to enter eighteen
different professions. Prospective
pedagogues outnumbered those
who plan to enter the ministry
by seventeen, although if evan
gelists, missionaries, and other
types of Christian service were
included the result would be in
favor of the religious group.
Teacher
38
Ministry
21
Christian service
9
Missionary
7
Talented Chief
Evangelist
4
Doctor
3
(Continued from page 1
Music
3
have believed." He reminded the
Engineer
3
students that they must be
Social service
3
"faithful unto death." "The more
Dietician
3
tribulation we have, the closer
Salesman
1
it keeps us to God."
Aviator
1
Changing the order of the
Law
l
service again, he gave the four
Farmer
1
calls that had meant the most in
Nurse
1
Forestry
1 j his life: the war cry, the peace
Factory worker
1 ! call of his tribe, the Indian love
Merchant designer .... 1 j call, and "Come unto me."
The student body felt that the
evening would not have been
; complete if Chief Whitefeather
T . Wilhelm Back
i had not proven his wonderful
T o Assume Work
talent on the organ keyboard.
When
he seated himself at the
A s Publicity Man
[ console and began to play the
"Indian Lament," a quiet and a
Ted Engstrom arrived on the hush settled over the audience
campus November 29 to take over which remained until the close of
the publicity work of the Univer the program. In his first number,
sity. He will have charge of the the skillful playing of the organ
organization of the bulletin and ist showed a lone Indian stand
all advertising matter. In addition ing on a hilltop with his head
to this work, he will spend much bowed in grief and despair in
of his time in contacting student his feature. Suddenly his grief
prospects in high schools and
becomes too great and he sinks
elsewhere. There are other
matters concerned with the presi to the ground with sobs tortur
dent's office with which he will ing his body. Then, as quickly,
his passions abate and he be
help from time to time.
comes
quiet. For his next num
Mr. Engstrom graduated with
the class of 1938 and has been ber, Chief Whitefeather chose
employed for the past few months "Though I Speak With the
by the Higby Publishing Com Tongues of Angels." In his last
pany of Butler, Indiana. While in number "Abide with Me," the
school, Ted served as Echo scene was as vividly portrayed
Editor, was connected with the as before. A solitary traveler
Gem staff, acted as Gospel Team wending his way through a forest
Captain, officiated as Thalo presi with only the stars to guide him,
dent, was Chief Kitchen Boy, and breathes a prayer that God may
lead his path. Thus, we as pil
Crack Rook Player.
grims through life's dark night
need the light of God's love and
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS the assurance of His presence.

Total services
237
Miles (reported) traveled by
teams
4893
Total offerings received . $404.15
Conversions definitely
reported
88
Students participating
First semester
87
Second semester
103
Trips made:
First semester
237
Second semester
382
A group of five going to a
service was counted as five trips
in the report tor the first year,
but as a single trip in the report
for the work so far this year.
These figures show that about
one service was held every school
day, Saturday, and Sunday of the
school year. Twelve different de
nominations were served: Metho
dist Episcopal, Methodist Protest
ant, Christian, Baptist, Evangel
ical, United Brethren, Pilgrim
Holiness, Congregational, Mennonite
Brethren
in
Christ,
friends, Christian and Mission
ary Alliance. There was in ad
dition one union service held for
13 churches. Besides the definite
conversions
reported,
many
others testified to definite help,
consecration, and deeper ex
periences.
Special Gospel teams included
six trips by a trio composed of
if-TT' H e e r y' * a n d S h 0 1 - t. in
winch 2 conversions were re
ported; one street meeting in
Hartford City held by students;
and a meeting of two weeks dura
tion held at Matthews which in
cluded lo services resulting in 8
or 9 conversions.
The Gospel Trio of Murphy,
Kimble, and Uphold held 112
services during the summer of
1938 which were the means of
leading 8o souls to Christ. The
complete Trio report is in Echo
> oi. 2b; No. 1.)
To Date, 1938
Gospel I earn Trips ...
26
Other trips
jg
Total trips .
^
Services by Gospel Teams ... 81
Others
Iotal

126
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Taeko Tells Of

Page Five

Event Causing Court Action

School Life In

Freshmen Crime

Distant Japan

Culprits

How well I remember that
April afternoon when my mother
took me for the first time to the
elementary school. Then I was
six years old, and so was every
body in the class. Our daily
school life was divided by the
bell. Listen here goes the* first
bell! Streams of children from
every corner of the campus meet
on the ground. There we have to 1
listen to the principal's short yet j
important speech. Be careful,
now! Nobody knows when our
teacher asks us to recite what the
principal has said.
Entrance Exams "Hot"

Then follow the gym exercise
for a while. After that one- twothree-four business is over, we
proceed to our room. As soon as
the teacher comes in, we have to
stand up and bow. As for the
subjects, we had arithmetic,
writing, reading, morals, draw
ing, history, geography and
natural science. You might per
haps wonder in what way the
elementary school was distinct
from other schools 1 attended.
That six-years were the only
time we chased and were chased
by boys. Oh, how we were scared
of the boys in the next room
whom we had off ended.
After six years of elementary
training, we have to face the first
bitter experience, that of entrance
examinations.
The
so-called
"entrance exam hell" is a reality
to every individual. Only after
much uneasiness and anxiety,
we are fit to be inaugurated to
proper
secondary
education.
There we carry twenty-eight
hours of load every week; five
hours every day with the excep
tion of three hours for Saturday.
High School Days

Since we cannot have a choice
of subjects as they do over here,
we have to take everything the
school offers. Some of the sub
jects are arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, physics, chemistry,
botany,
zoology,
geography,
history, cooking, drawing, foreign
language, and many others.
When we look at these names of
the subjects, we feel as though
we were something. However, we
never can go deep in any field
unless we desire. The idea, ac
cording to my interpretation, of
the secondary education is just
to give the commonest knowledge
of everything or to show the
labels of drawers in which each
specific knowledge is stored so
that we may open as we desire.
That is my high school education.
As for the college, it is more
or less specialized type education.
Here we have to choose the
special course. Naturally there is
a danger of extreme specializa
tion which results in one-sided
knowledge. Moreover, strange to
say, there is no degree conferred
to women unless they take a
certain amount of post-graduate
work and have experience. This
is a pretty good custom to keep
women humble, which is one of
the womens' virtues there.
— Taeko Obara

Junior Riot Squad

Taylor Friends
Debators Win
Ponder Memorial
First Forensic
For Vayhinger
Tilt At Anderson
Suggstions have been received
by Dr. Stuart in regard to a
memorial to Dr. Monroe Vay
hinger, former president of Tay
lor University. These have come
from his friends and admirers
among students, alumni, laymen,
and ministers, and have been of
various kinds.
The subject was first men
tioned by his grandson, John, as
be spoke in chapel soon after Dr.
Vayhinger's death. Some would
like to have a new library or
chapel dedicated to his memory,
others desire that a Chair of Bible
Holiness be instituted in the Uni
versity School of Religion. Be
cause of his vital interest in
youth, the suggestion was re
ceived that the swimming pool
be completed and named for him.
Those who desire to express
their own ideas on this subject
may send communication to the
office of the President, and they
will be duly considered.

French Club To
Hold Sessions In
Magee Parlors

On November 22 the Junior j
class, following in the path it has i
The Television Broadcast of
habitually followed for the past : the New Thalo Broadcasting
two years, went over the top Company over the orange and
again in their own individual, black network was received Fri
characteristic way in a chapel day evening November 18, in
program that was really different.! Shreiner Auditorium. Invitations
The proceedings of the court representing small radios were
were very serious. After the
witnesses had finished, the "Blue sent to the students who were
Ribbon" jury retired and then found present at a most interest
brought hack a verdict of ing and unusual program. It must
"guilty" only after many hours | not have been very hard for Mr.
of deliberation. Penalties were and Miss Radio Fan, in the per
then pronounced on the victims. I sons of Bruce Long and Jessie
First, Phillip Smith was com McDonald, to play their parts for
pelled to humble himself and all they needed to do was to just
dirty his hands by shining Dr. "be natural". Students were both
Robert Lee Stuart's shoes. Next, thrilled and astounded at the
"Bud" Scott was sentenced to red-haired radio announcer.
The oft appearance of the
drink one bottle of pop in three
swallows (It is rumored on good Rythm Ramblers throughout the
authority that the pop was well program was welcomed by the
doctored before hand!) Then audience for they were par ex
Town
Hall
came the third criminal, Addison cellence. Every
number
was
enthusiastically
re
whose
fate
was
to
don
Eastman
a dress supplied hv some kind ceived and Oh! My! Didn't those
girl and walk up and down all Highlanders play their part well?
three aisles. The boys requested Long will those present remember
dates with him but he declined. the noble attempt of Senator
It will have to be admitted by Phooev E. Strong at filibustering
your reporter that Addison could and also the unique wrestling
be a runner up in any feminine match of Long vs. McCalister.
Those solos on the organ and
beauty contest!
piano came at just the proper
The two female criminals were moment to relieve a rather
sentenced to drink a bottle of strained and tense situation.
milk apiece. Each bottle was Norman Porter, where did you
equipped with a nipple that get those market quotations?
seemed to disappear after the Really, they were different.
girls had made several drooly at
You know, the New Thalos
tempts in their great thirst. Two have some real talent — those
other freshmen representatives: three fellows, Moreland, Webb
Geraldine Bryce and Howard and Murbach just did all right
Spitnale were awarded a pie for when they tooted their horns.
their cooperative conduct. It was
seen that the judge shared in the
NO SMOKERS IN 1988
pie — could he have been brib
Why don't they smoke? Sarah
ed???
Lawrence College has just com
Friday, December 2, saw Frosh pleted the freshman examina
hats laid aside until class week tions and she finds that 36 per
next spring. The idea of punish cent of them do not smoke. Last
ment in chapel for those who year records show that 34 per
could not abide by the rules was cent of the incoming girls were
a new idea sponsored by John non-nicotine lovers. At this rate
Warner and his Junior Rules of 2 per cent decline per year,
Committee. They are to be com by 1988 there will be no more
plimented on originating another smoking on campus. Just 50
years and the question of "Why
successful program.
don't you smoke?" will be purely
academic.
E. Lee: Why do you cross your
legs?
V. E.: I got the habit from BurI
For
bank.

The Taylor University debate
team inaugurated the 1938-39
season in a favorable manner
Thursday with a clear cut victory
over Anderson College. The de
bate was held at Anderson Col
lege. A squad of eleven accom
panied Professor Dennis in order
to gain information and tactics
of the current debate topic: "Re
solved that the United States
should cease to use public funds
(including credit) to stimulate
business."
Debating for the victorious
Taylor team were Addison East
man and William Uphold of the
negative. Mr. Collins and Gaugh
represented the affirmative for
Anderson. Attorney Achor of
Anderson was the judge. Mr.
Achor awarded the decision on
delivery, analysis of issues,
general case presentation, and
effectiveness of rebuttal.
A tri-angular debate meet will
be held at Marion, Indiana on
January 11. There will be two
teams debating from the three
schools, Anderson, Marion, and
Taylor. Each team will debate
twice.
On February 24 and 25, at
North Manchester will be held an
invitational meet. To this meet
Taylor is sending four teams. On
the teams are William Uphold,
Jane Cummings, Edith Persons,
Kenneth Foulke, Lorenz Morrow,
Teuntje Peters, Harry VanMeter,
and Lewis Magzig.
In March the Taylor team will PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
debate with Butler U. and Indiana
Law School at Indianapolis.
!
The debating department is
Bob Hughes
striving to obtain home debates I
Cleaning — Pressing
with Earlham College, Asbury
and Tailoring
College, De Pauw U., and Pitts
BAND BOX SYSTEM
j
burg U.
j Leroy Houk
Mildred Botkin j

On November 21, the French
Club held its first meeting of the
year in the parlors of Magee
Dormitory, and was presided over
by the President, Miss Melva
Bingaman. Ralph Cummings led
in the singing of the French
national anthem, La Marsellaise,
after which he read the scripture
in French. This was followed by a
prayer offered by Prof. Musgrave.
The club took for its objective
of the year an increased study in
customs of the French people as
well as a fluent use of the French
language, and a knowledge of
French games. It was voted to
A. D. FREESE 8 SON
hold the club meetings every
{
Printers for the University
|
second Monday in the Parlors.
| Equipped for Speed and Quality Work
j
The program of the evening
Upland, Indiana
|
followed the theme of Thanks
giving. Ralph Cummings opened
the program with a solo. Prof. v
— u
Musgrave then spoke upon the
subject "La vie d'un campus |A NEW, LARGER, BETTERj
Bov Meets Girl
francais aux Etats-Unis." The
Birds sing, leaves fall, boy evening was concluded by the
ASSORTMENT
waits, girl passes, boy whispers, game, "Action de graces."
|
of
|
"Hello!"
Birds sing, leaves fall, boy
Chirstmas Cards
waits, girl passes, bov shouts:
| Willman Lumber Co.
"Hello!"
Birds sing, leaves fall, boy
|"Look at the Bookstore First"|
LUMBER AND COAL
waits, girl passed, boy sighs:
2
Builders Supplies and Paint
"Oh, well!"
T. U. Bookstore

r

Phone 175

Upland|

Season's Greetings

Upland Grain Co.
K. SNYDER, Prop.
Upland

Phone 41

Ear Mu££s

All Colors to Fit All Ears
and

BEST

QUALITY

Christmas Cards
See

JIM BELL

Going Home For Christmas?

TRAVEL BY TRAIN
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD
C. R. ALSPAUGH, Agent

uhlistmas Cjleetina
UPLAND BAKING CO.
Bakers for Taylor University

IDEAL SHOP
GIFTS — NOVELTIES
Come and See
South Side Square

d City 2
Hartford
<>_o—

Quality Shoe Shop
Expert service in shoe repairing

|

New Thalonians
Create Modern
Repent;
Television Set

Wave Abates As

BEN BRADFORD, Prop.
Three doors south of Bank

Gym Mats and Floor Covers

§howaiters Cash Grocery

Gym and Playground

Wish You A Merry Christmas

Equipment

See our Display of
Christmas Candies

RITE CANVAS PRODUCTS CORP.
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India To London
Journey Replete
With Interest

Saturday, December 3, 1938

Problem As To
Best Known of
People Solved

Why Students
Come To T. U.

Holiness Chapel
Talks Inspire

Students invariably present a
James 4:14 — "For what is
wide variety of reasons for at
your life?" was answered by • •"— walking in the midst of
tending
the
college
of
their
choice.
In the year 1934, the Reverend
Who is the best known con Rev. Lincicome in a chapel talk the fire and they have no hurt;"
Mr. Garrison with his wife and The following statistics were
All the fiery trials, temptations
compiled
from
the
student
infor
temporary
or historical character on Tuesday, November 15th and
live children made an overland
was followed by a lecture on the and tribulations are but trivi
mation
blanks.
on
Taylor's
Campus?
So
you're
journey from Bombay in India to
It is interesting to note that al wondering too? A list of twenty- "Three D's of the Sanctified" on alities when the Lord of Fire
London, England. The trip was
the 17th. Both talks were well walks with men. The principal
made in an automobile caravan though Taylor's expenses are five characters from all fields — organized in logical manner and ities and powers of the world may
music,
art,
politics,
sports,
re
relatively
small,
this
reason
was
especially built for long distance
had a thought content very fit bind men until the latter are
travel. It contained five spring far down on the list. As was ex ligion — were chosen at random. ting for this student body.
seemingly powerless. They may
This
list
was
submitted
to
ten
pected
the
Christian
idealism
beds which could be folded to
The first talk provided* that a subject them to the greatest
students
of
each
class,
half
men
present
on
the
campus
far
out
make comfortable seats for travel
life could be a dimension, an cruelties, crush them under bar
during the day, a live gallon tank stripped ail other reasons, al and half women. Three characopportunity, a problem, a fit or barous oppression, cast them into
i
ters
of
the
twenty-five
were
though
Taylor's
scholastic
posi
for drinking water, a fairly large
places of almost certain death;
sized cupboard for food, and two tion among other colleges of her : satisfactorily identified by all of a misfit, a movement, an invest
yet the fourth figure of the One
ment,
a
probation,
an
influence,
the
forty
students
who
took
the
rank
and
size
was
a
good
second.
gas tanks capable of holding
a failure or a success. Elements like unto the Son of God will be
forty gallons. The roof was re Fellowship was given on a few I test. The first is Jesus Christ. We
necessary for a successful life in walking with them and they will
j are glad
that
every
student
apforms,
a
good
reason
to
be
sure.
inforced, and contained a sturdy
clude the act of going out for feel no hurt.
!
proached
knew
who
Jesus
was
as
161
luggage rack on top. The motor Christian idealism
When on the horizon of the
success;
education, aim, and
!
a
historical
character
—
we
only
Scholastic
record
48
was that of a British made truck,
grassy
prairies a pillar of smoke
concentration;
amassing
of
tal
hope
and
trust
they
each
knew
Ministerial training
35
a Bedford Six.
dances like an evil genii, and at
ents;
determination;
and
salva
Him
as
a
personal
Savior.
Influence
of
Alumni
19
The purpose of the trip was to
tion.
the feet of this mad dervish the
12
preached the Gospel. Mr. Garrison Low expenses
Notable or Notorious
flames
lean skyward as they lick
The
three
parts
of
the
talk
on
Small
size
11
had meetings scheduled in many
at
the
dry
fuel, the alarm spreads
sanctification
were:
the
dangers
The other two known by all
11
of the countries of Asia and Parents' Alma Mater
like
wildfire
and the paralysis
of
the
sanctified,
the
differences
were
Theodore
Roosevelt
and
A1
Scholarship
grants
12
Europe through which they were
to pass.
Relatives in attendance . . . . 10 Capone. From this we learn that of the santified, and the difficul | of terror strikes at the heart of
7 there are two ways to be widely ties of the sanctified. There are those who may be in the path of
Starting early in February Friends among students . . . .
6 known — work hard for noble dangers of thinking purity is the that menacing fiend of fire. Yet
when the weather was cool, the Friends among faculty
know that
cause, or labor intensely for a Christian's goal; of indulging ex ! experienced fighters
party journeyed northward Excellence of Education
dept
7 criminal cause. This is a fitting- cessively in the legitimate good; one hopeful way is to plow a
through Delhi, the capital of
word study on two terms: ot misplaced and exaggerated | wide belt before the advancing
India, up to Quelta the last Excellence of Science
dept
l "notable" and "notorious." Better emphasis; of yielding to the enemy or build a fire to fight
British military outpost on the
to be a nobody than a nationally temptation to take on the color fire.
Afghan frontier. A week of meet Excellence of Home Ec.
Jesus prayed that we might
ings was held in the Methodist
dept
l known evil-doer. (Note: in one ing of our surroundings; and of j
church there; however, today Excellence of Music dept. . . ^
3 place, more students knew A1 being led into fanaticism by fol ' not be taken out of the world but
there is neither church nor city, Influence of Dr. Stuart . . . .
4 Capone than knew Franklin D. lowing interesting impressions. ; that we might be kept from the
Sanctified folk differ in their evil that is in the world. What
for a great earthquake has com Pre-nursing course
4 Roosevelt.)
pletely obliterated all traces of Father on faculty
1
Following close upon the 100 personalities, capacities, think courage it lends one to know
what was once the largest and Desire for change
1 percenters, was John Wesley, ing, moral perceptions, and that even though we may not be
strongest military outpost in the Opportunity for Social
founder of Methodism, so-called. Christian experiences. They have able to avoid the world of fiery
British Empire.
Service work
5 He was identified by 98% of the difficulty in distinguishing be passions yet we may build a
Fellowship
3 students. Next was Zane Grey tween sins and mistakes, faith backfire by allowing the Lord to
Bishop of Teheran
1 with 97.5%. And believe it or not, and feeling, natural timidity and kindle an eternal flame in our
Crossing the great expanse of Athletics
1 in
sixth
place
is
Charlie a carnal fear, evil thoughts and hearts. We need not then have
Baluchistan desert was a long and Not high brow
McCarthy, even though he is only thoughts of evil, and in "distin even the smell of fire, the taint
tiresome experience, and one ac
companied by dangers, but God tor protection from the maurad- a block of wood, He was known guishing between moods, emo of sin on our beings. We will feel
by 96.2%.
tions and actions that come from no hurt.
guided the party safely to the ing Arabs.
Each
day
of
the
month
spent
a nervous condition and those
Persian border. In order to avoid
Juniors Score Best
that come from carnal anger."
crossing the great Persian desert, in the Holy Land was one of great
and
real
privilege.
they drove northward to Meshed, delight
The remaining nineteen char
the old capital of Iran, and then Whether it was traveling along acters were placed in the follow
1 he highest averages were
westward over the beautiful the shores of the Sea of Galilee, ing order of recognition: Babe made by the following: Alphretta
snow-capped Elburg mountains or the Dead Sea, climbing the Ruth, John Pershing, Michael Meginnis, Ernest Lee, Lester 1
to Teheran, the present capital. Mount of Olives or Mount Carmel, Angelo, Jack Benny, John Milton, Michel, Jean Southern, Stanley
There was a very fine repre
There they enjoyed the kind visiting Nazareth, Cana, Jeru Lord Chamberlin, John Garner, Beers. There were no perfect
sentation
at the Thanksgivingsalem,
Jericho,
Bethlehem,
hospitality of the Bishop of
Aristotle,
David
Livingston, scores. The lowest score was 11.
closed meeting of the Thalos,
Teneran for four days while Mr. Hebron, Beersheba, or crossing Washington Irving, Beethoven,
Several very humorous replies
Garrison conducted meetings. over to Transjordania, each Knute Rockne, Lawrence Tibbets, were made. For instance, Charlie Nov. 19.
Previous to this meeting, the
Turning south again to visit mis brought a thrill which shall never Paderewski, Fritz Kreisler, Joe
McCarthy was identified as a suggestion had been given to the
be
forgotten.
sionary friends caused them
DiMaggio,
Charles Spurgeon, writer of American movie plays.
Thalo cabinet to sponsor Paul
The three older children, Rembrandt, and Don Budge.
much trouble. The melting snows
Oh, well, the way some of them Sobel in a violin recital next
Stephen,
Maran,
and
Bernice
had
had flooded the lowlands and at
It is interesting to note the sound, this may not be so far
one place the family was stranded the unique privilege of being averages for the different groups. wrong after all. Joe Dimaggio was spring. Mr. Sobel is not majoring
for a whole week, and finally had baptized in the river Jordan at the Out of a possible 25 correct cited for his musical talent. John in violin which prevents his hav
ing a recital under the auspices
to put the truck on a river boat traditional site of Our Lord's identifications, the average for
Garner was characterized as an
and travel one hundred miles Baptism.
the entire group was 20.6. The "English president of the United of the School of Music. This sug
gestion was brought before the
Visiting Antioch in Syria, and male average was 21.8, while the
down the Karun river to Busra.
States." (Please keep this from
Busra is a large river port at the Tarsus in Turkey also made some female average was 19.4. The Hitler.) Don Budge was called a society as a whole and it was
junction of the Tigris and of the experiences of Paul, the average by classes is perhaps a lecturer, and a number seemed unanimously and enthusiastical
ly decided to back Paul in this
Euphrates rivers, and is an im Apostle, more real to the members trifle surprising:
prone to assign our own John worthy venture.
portant commercial center of the ot the party. The journey from Seniors
20.7 Pershing to England. No patriot
Constantinople
(Istanbul)
East.
ism !
Juniors
22.3
through Bulgaria, Jugoslavia,
Baptism in Jordan
— Bill Uphold
21.8
The roads in Irad, or old Italy, Switzerland and France Sophomores
Atkinson Greenhouse
17.65
Mesopotamia, are very poor and was quite as interesting as that Freshmen
Telegraph Delivery
"A
friend,"
said
Uncle
Eben,
travel is difficult. In spite of dif which has already been men
There does not seem to be "is somethin' like a huntin' dog.
Cut Flowers and Potted Plants
ficulties, however, the Garrisons tioned, but space does not permit much correlation between scho
It he s easy lost, he ain't much
We Try To Please
were privileged to visit the ruins the description of it.
lastic average and this average. to worry about."
Upon reaching London, having The reason for this is that the
of Mo of the Chaldees and of
Babylon. The "flood pit" in Mo spent five months in travel, cover characters were selected from
(Abraham's home town) was of ing over 10,000 miles, and visiting widely differing fields. The
great interest, as it clearly showed twelve countries, the Garrison highest averages in this type of
WHY SHOP ELSEWHERE?
the ruins of civilization before family was indeed grateful to test are made by those who read
W e offer beautiful gifts reasonably priced
the flood, then a large layer of God for His protection and guid widely in newspaper and current
sea shells, and above that- the ance along the way.
— Maran S. Garrison periodicals.
ruins of more recent civilizations.
JOE KIMBEL
The ruins of Babylon cover such
a large area that if was impossible
to visit them all in one day.
Greetings to
From Bagdad, the city of orien
Taylor U. and Upland
j !
tal fiction, across the five hundred j
miles of Syrian Desert to Damas I
cus they traveled with a convoy
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hesitated once then grudgingly
fell thru the hoop (say, is that
the way we pass Greek?) Doctor
Oborn was there, too, Brother
Witmer tore on the floor just as
the gang was about to play volley
ball - so we don't know what
kind of a ball player he is. But,
if he can make that ball drop
thru the hoop as easy as he drops I
our money into the business
office, well he is pretty tough —
or is that an easy job!!

Athletic Profs
Exhibit Latent
Ability In Gym
A tall lanky prof, stood way
out in the center of the floor,
cocked the ball in one hand, shot
and then SWISH!! Gividen and
Miller on the sideline bounced
up lrom the table on which they
were lying. SWISH! Gividen rub
bed bis eyes and Miller fell on
the floor in amazement. SWISH!
but by this time the thing was
becoming common place and the
two excited fellows asked, "Say,
Doc. Evans, where did you learn
that shot?"
Evans grinned as he explained,
"Well, you see, it is a lot easier
to shoot with one hand than two,
because if you use two hands
there are lots more muscles to
coordinate than if you use
only one." "Oh," said the two, no
wiser than in the beginning. It
sure did seem to work though,
because a couple of seconds later
standing near the side of the
court way out, he poised that
ball in his right hand as though
it were a large apple, aimed and
threw. There was a bang as the
ball thudded against the banking
board, and then it almost tore
the net off as it rebounded,
swishing thru the net.
The Arkansas Player

Volley Ball

And now those volley ball
games. Seven determined faculty
members plus three outsiders
were out ready for the kill. On
one side of the net, tensely wait
ing for the first serve were Eng
land, Oborn, Pugsley and Crock
er, plus Reasoner who was there
to help out in case the dignataries got tired. On the other side
ready to meet the assault were
Witmer, Charbonnier, Evans and
Owen, plus Miller who was in for
the same reason as Reasoner. In
the first game England's team
completely swept Evans and his
gang off' the court. They jumped
to a large lead as Crocker served
perfectly. He kept putting that
ball where nobody was, and be
cause of this, they won about
21-13.
Candid Camera
The profs then had a time out
as Candid Camera Fan George
Evans Jr. got his camera and
took a picture of the whole pro
ceedings. The rest didn't seem to
do his team any good though,
because England stepped to the
scoring line determined to give
his all for the cause. He did!!
He served about ten points be
fore he gave up the ghost. It
seemed that it was going to be
another run away. But, determi
nation gripped the boys on the
other side of the net. With Wit
mer and Evans running all over
the court they drew the score
closer and finally with a burst of
speed went into the lead 21-20.
However, the strain was too
much and England's team won
23-21.

However, the boys' attention
was turned elsewhere as Prof.
Crocker came dashing across the
floor with "Arkansas" printed in
large letters across the seat of his
sweat pants. All togged up, he
looked ready for a marathon run.
He scooped up a ball and trotted
to one end of the floor. Down he
crouched, poised, shot, but there
was not enough, should we say,
English on the ball because it
fell far short. It wasn't long
though till the new prof was at
least hitting the backboard. But,
Evans Wins
what he lacked in basketball, he
made up in vollej'ball. But, more
However the boys on Evans
about that later.
team were not to be denied
in the last game and they
Prof. Chugs Out
swamped
England
and
his
Coach
England,
too,
was toadies. Beck, a freshman was
on the floor and he was brought in to stop the slaughter.
having a good time zipping here But is was too late, because after
and there. He made some beauti Beck had almost knocked Witful shots — but showed he was mer's head off as he spiked the
human, because he missed easy ball — and if that ball had hit
shots! The boys looked down at Witmer maybe Engstrom would
the other end of the floor and — be the new business manager in
was it — yes, Doc Charbonnier stead of advertising manager —
chugged onto the floor. It really Evans' side won about 21-14. The
is too bad that basketball is an tired learned men left the court,
American game, because the
good Doctor was really a great and another generation pranced
athlete in Switzerland. But, there out to practice. A long lanky Jim
is not much comparison between Alspaugh, who some day expects
fencing and basketball, and so to be a teacher, stood way out
the little mite just couldn't hit on the side of the court — co
that hoop from anywhere.
Doc Pugsley was there too. You ordinated both hands as he made
know he played basketball like the ball sail thru the air, drop
some of us attempt to learn and SWISH!!
Greek. Time and time again he
— Don A. Miller
threw the ball into the air. He
tried all kinds of shots (just like
we try all kinds of ways to learn
Greek) and he never seemed to
Dr. C. W. Beck
get that ball thru the net (just
DENTIST
like we never seem to get Greek)
First National Bank Building
and then he shot again—the ball
Phone 25
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Trojan Cheer Leaders

In Fast Game

In an exciting game from start
to finish an experienced Ander
son five defeated a vastly improv
ed Taylor quintet 43-31 on
November 18 at the Anderson
gym. Coach England sprung a
surprise by starting Scott and
Williams at forwards; Warner
was in at center and McEvoy and
Alspaugh at guards. Warner was
acting captain. Anderson jumped
off to a 9-B lead and in those
early stages of the game it looked
as tho' it were going to be a push
Anderson, Van Loon, Niebel
over for the home boys. However,
Alspaugh sank two shots from
Soph Girls Are
near the center of the floor to put
Taylor back into the game. But
Victors In First
that early lead was an awful
mountain to overcome. With the
Of Intramurals
score 13-7 in favor of Anderson
Williams sank a sensational one
The
Intramural
program
Sharpe and Co. took charge of handed shot, and after Scott had
started on November 14th with all operations the night of No tumbled in a follow up shot
the Soph girls defeating the Frosh vember 12th, and this destruc Warner got a foul and the score
girls.
tion company more or less was 13-10. From here until the
It was the Sophs all the way in operated as they pleased. It was end of the half it was give and
take. First, Anderson would
the first half. During that time, a rather unhappy night all ascore, and then Taylor would
Knight dropped eleven points round Taylor. The I. C. reserves come back and get their bucket.
through the hoop, and the half had soundly spanked the Taylor The half ended a few seconds
ended with the Sophs way in
after Anderson had scored two
tront, 16-8. But, in the second reserves 69-31 when the Taylor points to make the score 21-16.
half the Sophs began getting varsity took the floor.
Van Dyke tells the whole story.
rough, and in turn the Frosh
The score kept rising in I. C's In the first
half he got three
stiffened their defense. In this favor until Divine brought the. points. In the second half he cut
half, not a field goal was scored, stand to their feet by dropping a loose and got himself eleven
all points were made on fouls. long shot from out near the mid points. But, Taylor was an im
Final score—Sophs 18, Frosh 15. dle of the floor. From here on proved five. Williams had ten
High scorer was Knight with until the half it was a slam bang points and Alspaugh nine and
twelve points. Collins had ten for affair and only six rapid points the whole team fought. Divine,
the Frosh, eight of them on foul by Sharpe and Bohr just before too, played a real game. If the
shots.
the half ended enabled I. C. to team keeps on improving, if they
That Thursday, the Sophs de lead 29-17 at the intermission. learn to follow in their shots
feated
the
upperclasswoinen
(they certainly should one of
Taylor's line up:
15-14. It was an exceptionally
these days) Taylor will be hang
close game all the way. At the end PLAYER
FG PF
TP ing up their first victory soon.
of the half, it was 10-10. Niebelj Warner F
2 2
4
2 The line up:
was the girl who kept
the edu-i
-j,
} 2
1
. , . y . ,,
, .
, „ Gividen F
1
4
cated girls in the lead most of | Williams F
"Q 00
FG PF F TP
0 PLAYER
the first half. She was master of Scott C
2
13 0
2
1
4 Scott F
o 1
0
111
foul shots and added a couple of Smith C
0 Stevans F
2
0
0 2
2
4 Warner C
0
baskets along with them. The Divine C
0
12
2
0 Gividen F
1
finish was really exciting. With Alspaugh G ~
3
5
1 0 10
3
7 Williams F
the score tied 14-14, the digna- Stevans F
o 3
0
0 0
0
0 McEvoy G
Alspaugh G
4
119
taries had quite a few chances to
0
10
1
Totals
H 13 3 25 Smith G
win the game, but the ball just
Divine G
2
2 1
5
wouldn't drop through the hoop.
Seconds before the game ended, PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
Totals
12 10 7 31
Knight dropped a foul, winning
the game 15-14. Niebel and
Knight were tied for high honors
with eleven points apiece.
Jones' team defeated Kitten's|
outfit Saturday, November 19, in
the first boy's intramural game,
36-15. One thing is sure: Jones'
team was hot, and Kitten's team
seemed to be having one of those
off days. It was Beck who starred
for the Jones quintet. Some of his
long non-set shots were spectacu
lar. He had 18 points. Jones'
team by their playing in this
game looked as though it can go
a long way in this tournament.
Everyone knows, too, that Bob's
team is better than they played
Saturday.

Taylor Trojans
Suffer Defeat By
Sharpe & Co.

Cl £mall

Dr. W. N. Hamilton
OPTOMETRIST
220 West Main Street

j
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Carnations
Calendulas
Pompons
Sweet Peas
Chrysanthemums

And A Happy

Corsages for the Holidays. Priced according
to flowers selected

N e w Year

Pretty Christmas Poinsettias 50c and up

ROSE'S

R. M. HENLEY

T. U. LUNCHROOM
AND GROCERY

FLORIST
Phone 175

Deposit

HOLDS THIS CHEST

Christmas Floiuers

i I Gardenias
I ) Snapdragons

Anderson Beats
Taylor Quints

Our Greenhouses are filled to overflowing with
Home-grown Plants and Cut Flowers that will make
Christmas a happier, brighter occasion.

Roses
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Sluebild
for happiness

CEDAR
Prices from

$13-50
$49-50

buy this AromaControlled Blue
bird Cedar Chest
— treasured for
a life-time. A free
Moth Insurance
Policy
banishes
moth worry.

Select the Bluebird
Chest you
desire
today. A small deCHESTS
posite will hold it
until you are ready to make someone
happy. Karge enough and deep enough
to protect all fine bedding and woolens
from the ravages of moths. Choice
cabinet woods, veneered over solid cedar
gives you beauty and protection. Come
in while the selection is large.

Hoover-Needier Furniture Co.
Hartford City, Indiana
"Where quality is higher than price."
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|T. U. Cross Country Team

Sports Sputters
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Taylor Tackles
Franklin Tonite

BY

With Confidence

S P U D

line up that doesn't change from
day to day. The boys have had
to fight every day for their posi
tions and as this article goes to
press, Coach England does not
know what combination he will
win with. The boys are fighting
so hard that there has been quite
a lot of fouling. We really be
lieve that for the good o*f the
team and for the good of Taylor,
the boys should tone down their
rough playing. In the end, it will
pay.
"Pidge", Odle and "Stab"
Stevans have really been dump
ing the ball thru the hoop this
last week. Stevans stood way out
near the center of the floor Tues
day and slithered several shots in
a row thru the hoop. Devine con
tinues to drive, and I mean drive.
When the big boy eases thru
with those knees insulting the
air, the other boys know that to
get in his way means a free trip
to the hospital. And, Gividen,
Scott, Warner, Williams and all
the rest definitely want this
game — and how they will be
digging in to get it.

Victory No. 1!!! That is the
goal for both Franklin and
Taylor as they clash tonight at
I'm glad I haven't had to write j
Franklin. The Trojans are out
this column for the past couple j
for their initial win after losing
of weeks. After that Anderson j
their first two games. For Frank
game, my basketball enthusiasm
lin
this is the first game of the
was at about -5°. We didn't feel I
season.
so bad about Indiana Central — [
It has been two weeks since
they're good! But that Anderson |
Taylor last played and the boys
game — it was about like the j
are sure that they have finally
weather that night — wet!
* * * *
found themselves and so they
expect to win tonight. EXPECT!!
Oh, well, there are some bright
; They are to win and thev cer
spots in life. We heat Anderson
tainly have taken a tough team
so had in Cross Country that it
to start operating upon. Franklin
looked for a long while like a
was way up in the Indiana Conregular varsity practice for Tay
McEvoy, Garrison, Butler, Zoller, Van Meter
ierence last year. For a long time
lor. One stranger (Anderson No.
1 man) finally ctune running
it very easy and he finished the they led the league, but a defeat
down the track* but then we had
two and half mile course some or two near the end of the season
lo look twice. At first glance we
251) yards ahead of Van Meter. i |>ulied them down from their
thought it was Prof. Barnard's
Garrison's time was 13.47. Van lofty position. Four letter men
oldest offspring.
Meter finished in 14.00 and Zoller are back, so the Purple and Gold
The Cross Country
team finished twelve seconds later. have their work cut out and rip
Then again there were several
finished its season with three McEvoy was in fourth place, and ped out for them this evening.
bright spots in the Anderson
Although the Trojans have
Vincent Butler placed sixth. It
FAMOUS SIMILARITIES
game. We're glad to see Ken meets the week of November was a complete rout, Taylor win been practicing for the last
Williams hit like he did. And twelfth. On that day, the team ning 16-39.
month and a half, Coach As
economical as the College Ford
Jimmy Alspaugh played a fine traveled to Indianapolis to par
England up to this time has not
— distinct as Dr. Huffman's enun
all-around game.
On
the
17th,
the
team
traveled
been
able
to
pick
a
consistent
ciation
ticipate in the state meet. The
— loquacious as Lester Michel
team finished last as far as the again to Indianapolis against starting line up. The boys have
— short as M. M. Webb
Now that the rabbit season is
Indiana Central, Butler and Ball been so grouped together that
— dirty as a Friday bathtub
open, we wanta know just one total score was concerned, but State. The team finished in the the Coach is in a dither to find a
— informal as breakfast
more thing: when will the time none of the boys finished that far fourth slot. Only three barriers
come that we can bag a few back. However, in case you get us made the trip getting two lasts,
sightless referees? The several wrong, none of the boys finished because they didn't have five
that called 'em |in these two
very near the front, either. Win men with them. Indiana Central
games were of about .0002
won the meet. Southward of
caliber. Why doesn't somebody ning the meet was Indiana fol Butler was the individual win
start a school for better refs and lowed in order by Purdue, De ner, wading through the course
a home for decrepit and blind Pauw, Indiana Central, Wabash, in 22.50. The first Taylor man to
Butler, Earlham, and Taylor.
ones ?
ease over the line was Garrison in
The course was a rugged four 11th place in a field of 22. His
Say, Jonesie, if any of your and half mile affair. Although time was 25.12.
team should get ejected on per none of the Trojans finished in
Garrison really deserves credit
sonals or laid up with charley the front rank, McEvoy and
horses, we might loan you a Butler did put on the most spec for his work. In practically every
couple of the varsity. Something tacular finish of the day. The meet, he was the first Taylor man
ought to be done to equalize the boys entered the large football- to brush the tape. He has gained
talent. This intra mural team is field at the end of their run neck two firsts and a second in five
too strong for the type of material and neck. They must have eaten meets. Not bad for an amateur,
YOU CAN DRESS BETTER HERE FOR LESS
which is supposed to compose their Wheaties just before they
THEN
_ WHY PAY MORE?
intramural competition. And not came onto the field because they
only that, Ollie Lehman is on this were sprinting. Traveling like
REVISED
bunch.
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
mad, the boys crossed the line in
*
*
*
*
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
a dead heat. That was a full day
More I'll Give You's: (What's for McEvoy, because he played in
1938-1939
your pet peeve?)
You Will Find It Easy and a Pleasure Trading Here. A Large Assort
both basketball games against Dec. 3 Franklin
there
Corned Beef.
ment
of Suits and Overcoats in the New Styles and Fabrics. We Fit
Indiana Central that night.
Dec. 8 Central Nor.
there
Snow on sidewalks.
+
the Tall, Short, Stout, Slim and Regular Built Sizes in Suits and
here
A few days later, the barriers Dec. 10 Manchester
Sermons in Clinic Chapel.
Overcoats up to 52.
here
Butter Hogs (there are 12 at got back into stride as they Dec. 16 Tarkis
here
Tailored by B. Kuppenheimer, Griffon and London Park.
each table, you know).
swamped Anderson. Of the first Jan. 6 Rose Tech.
there
Girls who walk three abreast on six boys crossing the tape five of Jan. 7 Ind. Central
Your Guarantee of Satisfaction Proof: Satisfied Customers For Over
there
snow-covered sidewalks.
them represented the purple and Jan. 14 Manchester
Forty Years.
* * * *
here
Jan.
Tiffin
Bus.
Col.
20
gold. At the crack of the gun, a
here
Indian Chief White Feather big hulk of a fellow from Ander Jan. 27 Concordia
here
didn't exactly bring us an ennova- son took the lead, and he burned Jan. 28 Earlham
Select Your Christmas Gi£ts From This
Feb.
Giffin
there
3
tion when he told how the squaw the course up for the first half
Concordia
there
Feb.
4
gives the moccasins for marital mile. Then, the star of Taylor's
Reliable Store.
there
intentions. Some of our Taylor team, Maran Garrison broke into Feb. 11 Valparaiso
Feb.
Rose
Tech.
there
17
lassies have a system all their the lead and he stayed there.
FREE CHRISTMAS BOXES
here
Van Meter followed him and a Feb. 18 Giffin
Feb.
21
Anderson
here
few seconds later Zoller eased by
there
USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN.
A POEM
the fast Anderson boy. Garrison Feb. 25 N. C. A. G. U.
Hush little text-books,
rounded the "Ad" building taking
Don't you cry.
Exams are coming,
Bye and bye.

Harriers Finish
With Victory

Hartford City, Ind.

Men and Young Men-

J. W. Pugsley (this is a scoop
for the ECHO) is a great punter.
Those engaged in a peaceful (?)
game of touch-tackle last week,
paused long enough to see J. W.
lay his academic toe to the pig
skin. The punt was good for at
least 15 yards. He attributes his
success to Greek verbs and Latin
syntax.

W h e n in H a r t f o r d C i t y

STANDARD
SERVICE STATION

j

j

Men's Overcoats
Men's Top Coats
Men's Suits

j

j

for

_
~ LIMITED TIME

Representatives: Kenneth Foulke, Vera Grimm

BROWN-TRUEBLOOD, Inc.

Standard Oil Products
Cor. Washington and Walnut

NOW FOR
Ladies' Dresses
(Plain)
Ladies' Coats
(Plain)
Ladies' Jacket Suits
(Plain)

Stop at

Gray and Reasoner's

STERITEX
Dry Cleaning

ji j

Distinctive L a u n d e r e r s a n d Diy C l e a n e r s

Nationally Advertised Brands Sold
Exclusively Here:

Nunn-Bush Shoes
Mallory Hats
X-Act Fit Shirts
With (4 Size Control and Line Fold Collars. Hundreds of Patterns
and Plain Colors. Botany Ties, Wringle Proof. Rugby Sweaters and
Jackets. Columbia Pajamas. Royal Lounging and Bath Robes. InterWoven Hose. Bell-Sharmeer Women's Stockings. Alligator Raincoats.
Ladies Traveling and Week-End Cases. Men's Suitcases, Gladstone
Grips, Bags and All Kinds of Luggage. Headlight Work Clothes.
Paris Suspenders, Belts and Garters. Leather, Melton and Knit
Jackets.

This Store Never Sells Seconds or Sub
standard Merchandise

